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There is no better way to establish political life on a truly human basis than by fostering an 

inward sense of justice and kindliness, and of service to the common good... (GS, 73) 

The Status Quaestionis: Political Leadership Towards Good Governance 

Our Catholic identity presents to us and all men of good will, a chance of participation in a world 

community of rich heritage that puts at our disposal, a fundamental reason, to consider the 

challenges in public life and to contribute to greater justice and peace for all people. Aware of 

this great consideration and in part, a responsibility, a part of this rich heritage on faithful 

citizenship is the teaching of Vatican Council II’s Declaration on Religious Liberty (Digintatis 

Humanae). It points that, “society itself may enjoy the benefits of justice and peace, which 

results in [people’s] faithfulness to God and his Holy will” (No. 6). The work for justice requires 

that, the mind and heart of Catholics and all men of good will (political leadership included) be 

educated and formed to know and practice the faith in its fullest; and not a faith that has parts of 

it selected for adherence and some parts left to a personal decision to adhere to. 

The statement of the problem today, in and across the world - developed and the so-called third 

world countries alike - is that political leadership, seemingly, is failing in her calling to act in the 

best interest of the Common Good. In the constitutions of most, if not all countries in our world 

today, very important values such as “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” and, or similar 

values are deeply enshrined. In spite of the presence of these values in the constitutions, we 

witness that the right to life is not fully protected (especially for unborn children and the 

terminally ill). We see in these constitutions a pledge to pursue liberty and justice for all, yet 

experience division among people divided on the account of race, ethnicity and most 

importantly, religion. The burden of economic inequality is no exception. Aware that many 

countries, by history, are a nation of immigrants, we struggle in our time to address and deal with 

the preservation and promotion of the dignity and respect for many new immigrants in our midst 

– an urgent concern in Europe and America today. The problem can still be seen in our defense 

of marriage and the family, inadequate health care and above all the threat our global community 

is facing with regard to the environment. 

These litany of realities, which comprise a tip of the iceberg, are at the heart of public life and 

the center of the realization of all the necessary values required to achieving the common good. 

Since all cannot be part of the decision making that affects the answers and approach to the 

threats of the common good, political leadership plays an indispensable role as part of its 

vocation towards good governance. It is in political leadership that we would be able to evaluate 

policy positions, national development agendas, political party candidates’ promises and actions 

in the light of the Gospel and in the moral and social teachings of the Church to foster authentic 

development.  
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The Church and Public Policy, Political Life and Catholic Social Teaching in The Public Arena. 

After experiencing massive social, political and economic upheavals in Ghana between 1966 and 

1992, Ghana ushered in constitutional democracy in 1992. Since that period, the country, 

compared with her neighbors, has been enjoying relatively political stability. Prior to adopting 

the Western type of democracy, after gaining independence in 1957, religion played a significant 

role in ensuring peace and stability of the body polity. For many, especially in Ghana, the 

participation of the Church in politics has never been taken as a favorable one. The Church is 

seen by many as that which happens at Mass, in pulpits and on the altars. For that matter, any 

contribution, therefore, to the political and socio-economic discussion is seen as a support or 

otherwise for the ruling government and, or the opposition party or parties. 

Holy Mother, the Church however has an indispensable role to play as understood in her social 

teachings that the human person has an unalienable dignity which needs to be made fully 

manifest by the actions of the common good. The Church has the obligation to participate in 

shaping the moral character of society. In our Catholic Tradition, responsible citizenship is a 

value and participation in political life a moral obligation. This obligation is rooted in our 

baptismal commitment to follow Jesus Christ and to bear Christian witness in all that we do. As 

the Catechism of the Catholic Church reminds us, “it is necessary that all participate, each 

according to his position and role, in promoting the common good. This obligation is inherent in 

the human person…. As far as possible citizens should take part in public life (CCC Nos. 1913-

1915). Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI also taught in Deus Caritas Est: “The direct duty to work 

for the just ordering of society is proper to the lay faithful” (no. 29) and this duty is more than 

ever pressing in our political environment. 

We however lament that our politics and leadership are gradually becoming a contradictio in 

terminis to the vocation of political leadership. What do we see? We witness a contest between 

the powerful, affluent and a rallying behind party colors. At least in Africa and precisely in 

Ghana, the contest is many times between lines of the Northern regions, Volta and Central 

regions  on one hand and the Ashanti, Western, Brong Ahafo regions on the other. This is also 

characteristic of many political dispensations in and outside of Africa. 

 

The Vocation of Political Leadership Towards a Good Governance 

For political leadership to lead into good governance we need, as a matter of urgency a different 

kind of political engagement. And this engagement must be one: 

shaped by the moral conviction of well-formed consciences and focused on the dignity of 

the human being, the pursuit of the common good, the protection of our common home, 

the weak and the vulnerable. And above all, a political leadership that will walk us to 

good governance is that rooted in the total realization of the Common Good. 
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Consequently, political participation and public service constitutes a worthy and noble 

vocation. As a vocation responded to and participated in, this call of political leadership is to 

be wholly guided by sound moral convictions and not merely political party ideologies which 

many a time, deny or neglect fundamental moral truths. In this stead, the Church, owes to the 

faithful, especially those in political leadership and office the best formation of a worthy 

conscience. Political leaders must in turn show the willingness to learn and practice that 

which the Church teaches. Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI stated in Deus Caritas Est that “the 

Church wishes to help form consciences in political life and to stimulate greater insight into 

the authentic requirement of justice”.  

Good political leadership recognizes that, “whether believers or not, we are agreed today that 

the earth is essentially a shared inheritance, whose fruits are meant to benefit everyone.” 

(Laudato si’. No. 93). By maintaining that we actualize that which St. Pope John Paul II the 

Great in Laborem Exercens
1
 mentions as “the first principle of the whole ethical and social 

order” This first principle takes into account the fundamental rights of the poor and 

underprivileged;  subordination of private property to the universal destination of goods; and 

the right of every human person of their use. 

The vocation of political leadership plays an essential role to mitigating “the crises and 

effects of modern Anthropocentrism”
2
 (Laudato si’ No. 115). It is when these crises and 

effects are properly understood that they may be translated into good governance, putting in 

place and acting in such a manner that helps the situation rather that concealing the 

symptoms or merely appearing to be solving the problem. Even in the fight against 

corruption which is a great canker in African political leadership, the institutions required to 

fight against it only appear to be fighting it.  The Holy Father in Laudato si’ warns of the 

paradox where modern anthropocentrism has been elevated over reality. He therefore 

reiterated St. Pope John Paul II’s words that “not only has God given the earth to man, who 

must us it for the original good purpose for which it was given, but, man too is God’s gift to 

man. He must therefore respect the natural and moral structure with which he has been 

endowed”.
3
  

     An authentic political leadership therefore acts consciously towards a misguided 

anthropocentrism and its following misguide lifestyle. Political leadership, on which a greater 

part of the decision rests, are to note the practical relativism which Laudato si’ mentioned as 

emblematic of today is even more dangerous than doctrinal relativism. Such practical relativism 

is not a far-fetched example especially in African political leadership, where for many, political 

office is a matter of placing at the center, the needs of self and the selected few allies.  

In so far as political leadership is fully anchored in governance, it has duties and obligations 

towards the common good. And the primary duty of the government is the common good. A 

                                                           
1
 St. John Paul II the Great in Laborem Exercens (14 September 1981), 19: AA S 73(1981), 629. 

2
 Laudato Si’ No.115 

3
 John Paul II, Encyclical letter, Centesimus Annus (1 may 1991), 38 AA S 83 (1991), 841. 
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clear definition of the Common Good is found in the Documents of the Second Vatican Council 

which says that it is “the sum total of social conditions which allow people, either as groups or 

as individuals, to reach their fulfillment more fully and more easily” (Gaudium et Spes, No. 26). 

Simply put, the Common Good refers to all those values and concerns which belong to the entire 

community and not just to a specific group or individuals and contains values which benefit the 

generality of all, not just a few.  

For this reason, the vocation of political leadership toward the realization of the Common Good 

is multifaceted. In the realization of this Good, we realize, in the words of the late Cardinal Basil 

Hume of England that “the Church’s Social Teaching places the political within the larger 

context of humanity’s relationship with God…” In doing this however, the Church does not 

propose a political programme, still less a party political one.  

Propositions for Reflection and Action 

I therefore propose that the following selected foundations and applications of the Common 

Good be given considerable reflection and action in our attempt to seeking good governance. It is 

our prayer that they would lead us to new frontiers whilst instilling in us the courage to defend 

and uphold the spirit and life of Gaudium et Spes toward a political leadership that champions 

the advancement of human dignity. 

They include but not limited to: 

1. Dignity of the Human Person  

 In virtue of our shared humanity, we must surely respect and honour one another. Each 

individual has a value that can never be lost and must never be ignored. Moreover, each of us is 

made in the image and likeness of God. Society must therefore, first of all, respect and protect 

human life itself – at all its stages from conception to its natural end. This is the bedrock of our 

civilization, and it is why abortion virtually on demand is one of the greatest scandals of our 

time.  

Our human dignity also consists in our being made free for and free from God; FREE, that is, to 

do His Will by choosing to live and act within the framework of His law. Society should 

therefore respect human freedom by enabling men and women to assume responsibility for their 

own lives, and encouraging them to co-operate with each other to pursue the Common Good. 

This means that the functions of government, though important, must always be subsidiary; that 

is, government should help men women to be free to realize their own destiny.  

2. The duty and role of the Church toward promoting the Social Order  

The Church has the right and the duty to advocate a Social Order in which the dignity of all is 

fostered, and to protest when it is in any way threatened. Thus, the Church opposes 

totalitarianism because, it oppresses people and deprives them of their freedom. While 

recognizing the importance of wealth creation, the Church denounces any abuses of economic 

power such as those which deprive employees of what is needed for a decent standard of living.  

The Church also rejects the view that human happiness consists only in material well-being, and 
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that achieving this alone is the goal of any government. If a government pays too much attention 

to material welfare at the expense of other values, it may advocate policies which reduce people 

to a passive state of dependency on welfare. Equally, if a government gives too little priority to 

tackling poverty, ill-health, poor housing and other social ills, the human dignity of those who 

suffer these afflictions is denied. In every society, respect for human dignity requires that, so far 

as possible, basic human needs are met. The systematic denial of compassion by individuals or 

public authorities can never be a morally justified political option.  

3. Economics is at the service of Man:  

Man is the author, the center and the end of all social and economic life. Economic development 

must remain under man’s direction. (GS no. 63) And this direction is to enable man become all 

he need to become. This is clearly seen in our Lord Jesus’ interpretation of the laws of the 

Sabbath on healing the sick man. 

4. Economic Growth is bounded by morality:  

The economy is at the service of man, not man at the service of the economy. (GS n. 64). The 

network of relations involving production, distribution, consumption, needs to be made as 

personal as possible because, they are links of service between the brotherhood of men. 

Therefore, all economics must be within the bounds of the moral order.  

5. The Control of the Economy is not a monopoly but stakeholder model:  

“Economic progress should not be concentrated at the hands of a few individuals or groups 

possessing too much economic power, nor of the political community alone, nor of a few strong 

nations ... all nations should participate in decision making” (n. 65).  

Order and justice demand that power should not be over-concentrated. The aim of a business 

arrangement should not be to dominate but to allow both sides to profit. The principles of 

subsidiarity and solidarity are herein called for.  

6. Balanced relationship between the State and Private sectors:  

The voluntary initiative of individuals and of free groups should be integrated alongside state 

enterprises (no. 66). Private initiative and enterprises should be encouraged. Co-operatives 

likewise. The state should promulgate laws that enhances but controls excesses.  

7. Automation and Mechanization implies Humanization:  

“Nor should development be left to the almost mechanical evoluting of economic activity, nor to 

the decision of public authority. Automation? Yes: Computers? Yes. But man must be in control.  

8. The Status and Value of Work – The Personalization of Labour:  

“Hence we must renounce as false, doctrines which stand in the way of all reform on the pretext 

of a false notion of freedom as well as those which subordinate the basic rights of individuals 

and groups to the collective organisation of production”. In other words, human work is the 
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chief element in economic life. No work, no economics. Work is the activity of man, a value of 

metaphysical significance and working is the existential expression of man’s creative ingenuity. 

All else in the world of work is only an instrument of work. Man is the subject, not the object of 

work. On this lies his dignity and personality. Work cannot be sold or bought. Labour and capital 

must complement, and not contradict each other, for labour precedes capital.  

9. Management and Labour – The Call to Solidarity:  

“All citizens should remember that they have the right and the duty to contribute according to 

their ability to the genuine progress of their own community and this must be recognised by the 

civil authority”. (n. 68).  

This calls for joint management by proprietors and a suitable share should be aimed at. 

Collective decisions that take care of worker’s interest is necessary. Trade unions are very 

necessary and the right to strike for basic rights should not be closed out as a legitimate means of 

sharing economic wealth.  

10. Universal destination of all goods:  

“Earthly goods are destined for all (GS n.69). Everybody has a right to a share of the earth’s 

goods sufficient for himself/herself and his/her family. There is a universal ownership of all 

goods on this earth and no one should appropriate to himself alone property meant for all when 

the rest have nothing. There is a Christian duty to share and give to those in need. Customs 

should not be regarded as unchallengeable if they endanger the “common good” teaching and 

deprive the community of much needed material and spiritual assistance. On the other hand, 

customs should not be rashly discarded if they can still be so adapted as to become useful. 

“Created goods should flow fairly to all, regulated by justice and accompanied by charity”. 

Social security services can play an important part in bringing about the redistribution of wealth. 

The right to property remains. The Council stresses the need for further development of support 

for the family (just wages, special packages to large families, the poor, the disabled, etc), and 

also for services assisting education and culture. But people who are lazy should not be 

encouraged at the expense of others. Job and employment opportunities should be created for all 

and mediocrity should be avoided. To each his due.  

11. Economic and Social Activity Towards the Kingdom of Christ:  

“Christians engaged actively in modern economic and social progress and in the struggle for 

justice and charity must be convinced that they have much to contribute to the prosperity of 

mankind and to world peace” (n. 72). This is a call to individuals to practice what they believe, 

to teach it to others, to wait in prayer and patience the long tedious journey towards the 

realization of the promise and the dawn of the kingdom of God. 

Conclusion 

As a vocation – a call, its responsibilities and need are ever pressing than ever.  In reflecting on 

the above, the vocation of political leadership, which is at the moment a kind of decision center 

piece around which all of life in the world seem to revolve, will be better placed to see the 

human person in his totality and seek to enable him to fulfil fully all his potentials, make him 
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feel wanted and loved. And not a victim of the throwaway culture and modern pragmatism. 

A well formed political leadership will help in the total realization of the Common Good. 

  


